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Abstract
 to describe the moral values based on the Novel Ra

esearcher used a descriptive qualitative method. The ob

in Rainbow Troops novel. The method used in this stu

her collected  the data of the research dealing with the p

ings of the moral values that were found in the novel ar

ral such as, Tolerance and Mutual Help, Religious Moral 

Cultural Moral and Educational Moral. The result of

nformation to reader and contribute to the developmen

who are interested in the literary study. Therefore, this stud

ning, enjoy with learning process. It becomes one of 
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forms of writing which del

creatively experiment with 

order to suggest images and 

engage the reader’s 

(Goodman, 2001: 5). 

literature, we will discover 

our world, expressing the
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inspiration novel about mor

education.

The researcher chose

because the novel that tells 
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beauty of Belitung Island 

ITB Buch Award 2013 in 
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which was taking place a

Berlin building on March 

novel of Rainbow Troops 

Andrea Hirata published 
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work which can be int

universal way.

The following methods 

the current study were:

1. Theoretical literatur

was used to provide som

background to the problem.

2. The descriptive met

to define, explain, and clar

values of the Rainbow Troops 

Andrea Hirata.

3. The figure of wor

though and figure of...analy

to identify the moral va

Rainbow Troops novel 

Hirata.

Research Object

The research objects 

is moral value existed in 

Rainbow Troops written 

Hirata published by Bent

Yogyakarta. It contains 465 

novel has become best selle

been published in the year of

Data and Source data

Data are vitally 

conducting research. 

analyzed according to 

descriptive, narrative, and 

approach in this study. Sour
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give a clear idea on how
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appropriate problem (Tanze

The supporting data are in 
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research were all in 
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because it will
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nzeh, 2014: 25).

 in the form of

not review) that
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was 48 chapters

 Troop novel by
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and statements
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Primary data were coll

novel “Rainbow Troops”

Andrea Hirata. The sourc

from the novel itsel

published in December 2009 

Pustaka.
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make human beings as the
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aimed to decide rese
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study, it has also been m
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and papers. Therefore, the
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Andrea Hirata and 
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most tradition of qualitat

phrase personal document
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produced by an ind
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experience, and belief.
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answered according to the

the research problem. The r

to decide and choose

procedures to collect the dat

Process of collectin

research was all done throug

search and literature schem

were collected from library 

where the books related to 

were available to get m

information or support in

process. It is the most com

in doing a research dealing

works. Library research 
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describe the data of the

complete the data a

information, the researche

library as supporting the

researcher read the novel in 

a deep comprehension 

values and its application 

language teaching. Then the

that was considered to be i

related to the topics was r

piece of paper. And the

researcher drew the conc

analysis. The researcher onl

relevant data which suppor

discussed in this thesis.

The researcher woul

steps in order to fi

information that had been 

process of finding data 

finding references from 

specific information, whi

presented in steps as follow

1. Visiting library to 

articles, books and biogra

get more detailed inform

related to issues to be disc

researcher as a supporter in r
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important material relate

values of the main cha

provided source
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the questions to
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ose the right
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ting data in this

ough the library

heme. The data

ry in few places

 to this research

 more precise

in the research

ommon method

ing with literary

h is done to

, evaluate, and

the story. To

and enough
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 about moral
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the last, the
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 general into
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description of
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haracters from
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Troops novel written by 

The first reading, to kn

description of the cont

Rainbow Troops novel. 
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moral values. The third, 
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4. Recording all inf

interpretive narrative 

references review.

5. Classifying data

moral value.

Data Analysis

Miles and H

Sugiyono said “the activ

the data for qualitative

interactive and continued 

To analyze data, the r

descriptive analysis the

analyzing data were as fo

1. Identifying th

identified sentence phrase

moral value, it was ide

repeatedly to find or conf

that showed the moral val

2. Coding the rese

encoding by used the alpha

numbers to classify the

contained in the novel. 
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for religious, E for educ

culture. The second us

show a page and paragraphs

values.

3. Data Reduction w
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the data reduction
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data reduction, the
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moral values in Andrea H

by title “Rainbow Troops”.

4. Data Display was t

after data reduction. In 

approach, data display woul

short essay. Miles and Hube

that. “The most freque

displaying data for qualita

data in the past has been nar

5. Data Interpretation 
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because sentence analysis 

interpretive method. So in 
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moral message formed, for 
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was aimed to check the va
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various existing techni

Stainback in Sugiyono (2006
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the purpose of triangul

increase one’s understandi
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of what had been found. 
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of triangulation, among othe

use of resources, methods, 

and theoris. In this study, 
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more reliable, the researche

her data using investigated 
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 Hirata’s novel

”.

s the next step

In qualitative

ould be done in

Huberman state

quent form of

litative research

narrative text”.

on The basis of

 interpretation,

is is part of the

in analyzing the

 researcher in

 the script in the
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or the next step
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data collection

 validity of the
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omenon, rather
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nding of what

d. The purpose

to seek the truth

non, but rather on

r understanding

nd. Denzin (in

ished four kinds

others by make

ds, investigators

udy, of the four

o get this study
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ted officer, they

study, and one a

 competent and

rt in literature.

ence in english

hich influential

as the necessary

analysis that is

Moral values in Rainbow

by Andrea Hirata. The va

1. Sri fatmaning H., 

advisor also as Engl

lecturer of IKIP Budi Utom
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Based on the r

analysis as a whole the 
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were obtained by looking
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the characters in the R

novel. The findings of the

on the presentation of the

analysis will be descr

accordance with the

discussion of all aspects.

In previous f

comparison with the f

current. Where the pre

there are only three m

follows; Individual Mora

and Religious Moral. W

study was found five m

follows:

1. Educational Mora

Moral education 

undertaking to chang

behaviors, actions, behavi

by learners to be able to i

community environment

with the moral and cul

local communities. On 

according to Alfian Muha

stated that moral education 

equip learners through t

guidance, teaching and 

the growth and developm

provision for the future, i

a clean conscience, beha

maintain morality i

2018), 1 (1): 36-47
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nbow Troops novel
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nglish Education

tomo Malang

i M.Pd as English

tomo Malang

 results of data

he moral values in

ovel were divided

, religious, culture,

The moral values

ooking at the process

ogue and the role of

 Rainbow Troops

 the authors based

 the results of data

scribed below in

the systematic

ts.

findings were

 findings of the

previous findings

 moral values as

Moral, Social Moral

While the present

 moral values as

Moral

on is a planned

hange attitudes,

haviors undertaken

to interact with the

ent in accordance

cultural values of

n the other hand,

Muhammad (2013)

tion is an effort to

h the activities of

nd training during

opment itself as a

e, in order to have

behave well, and

in performing
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obligations to God and T

creatures, so as to form a 

which is reflected in the 

speech, deeds, attitudes, 

feelings, work and wor

religious values and noble

morals of the nation. The g

a child's person, to be a 

being, a citizen, and a good 

for good human criteria, g

and good citizens for a soci

in general are certain s

which are heavily influe

culture of society and nation.

Thus moral educa

likened to the term ethic

character education, value

(education moral) or affecti

There is also by using the t

education and moral educ

case the terms can replace e

this term can not be separa

understanding of mora

character, character, affective

According to the

Education curriculum of 

issued by Puskur Depdi

states that the understandi

education can be reviewed 

and operationally.

The conceptual de

character education inc

following matters:

A conscious effor

learners to be complete hum

virtuous character in all the

future roles.

Efforts to establi

improve, maintain and 

behavior of learners so t

willing and able to carry 

tasks in harmony, harmonious, 

(inner birth, spiritual m

individual social).

Educational effort

learners into a whole person 

noble character through 

(2018)
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 To the fellow

a whole person

he behavior of

udes, thoughts,

ork based on

ble norms and

 goal is to form

a good human

good citizen. As

, good citizens,

society or nation,

n social values,

uenced by the

ion.

ducation can be

hical education,

alue education

ctive education.

e term character

ucation In this

e each other. So

arated from the

orals, values,

ctive itself.

the script of

f Budi Pekerti

pdiknas (2001)

nding of moral

ed conceptually

 definition of

includes the

fort to prepare

human beings of

heir present and

blish, develop,

d improve the

o that they are

y out their life

nious, balanced

material and

orts to form

rson of virtuous

ugh guidance,

habituation, teaching an

exemplary.

The understandin

education is operational

equip learners through t

guidance, teaching and 

the growth and developm

provision for the future, i

a clean conscience, beha

maintain morality i

obligations to God and 

creatures, so as to form 

which is reflected in the

speech, deeds, attitude

feelings, work and w

religious values and no

morals of the nation.

2. Religious Moral

Religious in a li

one of the problems tha

separated from the literar

of the literary genre, the 

a very complex social e

course, the literary w

religious or religious m

representation of the auth

Religious in its sense c

into two parts, nam

according to language a

term. According religi

comes from Sangsekerta

is closely related to 

Buddhism which means ''

in place, inherited from

generation.

According to the t

a law or rules that bind m

his god and human rel

fellow human and huma

with nature.

Man has lim

awareness, and acknowl

limitations to make the be

is something extraordina

Something out of the or

from a remarkable sourc

2018), 1 (1): 36-47
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in performing

nd To the fellow

m a whole person

n the behavior of

itudes, thoughts,

work based on

noble norms and

l

 literary work is

s that can not be

rary work. As one

he novel comes in

l environment; of

work carries a

ous moral that is a

uthor's social life.

 can be grouped

namely religious

 and religious by

ligious language

ta language which

o Hinduism and

ns '' not go "remain

om generation to

e term religious is

nd man in relation to

relationships with

human relationships

limited ability,

knowledgment of his

he belief that there

dinary beyond him.

he ordinary comes

source as well. And
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the extraordinary sources 

according to their own hum

such as God or god.

In accordance with 

above, the moral value in t

religious is an important pr

conveyed by the author a

mandate to add Khasana c

the epistemology of the 

human relationships wi

human beings with the 

human beings with them

people with god.

3. Cultural Moral

In addition to religious 

literature is also closely rela

in the study culture lite

representation of the cultur

existence is very difficult

from each other.

Culture can esse

divided into the first two pa

that is capable of being se

by the use of the five se

second, constitutes an acc

knowledge, belief, art, m

customs, and other traditions, 

of human reason. Accordi

Taylor, Culture is a comple

includes beliefs, morals, 

laws, abilities and other ha

often studied by humans 

society.

Culture can also be 

something that will affect 

knowledge and include the

ideas or ideas contained i

mind, so that in everyday lif

is abstract.

Novel is one of 

genres as a media 

actualization that represent

society or community cultur

culture is one element tha

present in a literary work.
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ces are varied

human language

th the definition

n the context of

t problem to be

 as one of the

a conception of

e reader about

with humans,

e environment,

hemselves, and

igious elements,

elated to culture

literature is a

lture so that its

ult to separate

essentially be

 parts, a culture

seen, perceived

senses and the

ccumulation of

, morals, law,

tions, The result

ording to E.B.

plex whole that

, art, customs,

 habits that are

ans as part of

be interpreted as

ect the level of

 the system of

d in the human

 life, the culture

of the literary

 of cultural

ents a particular

lture. Therefore,

that is always

.

The culture essenc

was clearly showed in the

and the way the writer

character in the novel.

4. Social Moral

According Uzey

that social moral r

consideration of the act obj

make decisions is somethi

the truth, the beauty and 

divine. Human is indivi

personal, the human c

interactions with others 

finding of the novel the

There are two content

tolerance and the second 

help. According Kemendi

tolerance is attitude 

appreciate the differenc

parts, ethnic, opinion, 

actions others different fr

mutual help is action show

to speak, hang out, and w

Both such content include

as it refers to the standar

behaviors in society in or

relationship to be close a

others.

5. Individual Moral

In previous study 

with her thesis entitled “

Moral Values in Ahmad

Rantau 1 Muara” stated

moral is the attitude of

him/herself, its means t

the right to make their de

spirit to do something or 

example in the finding

discipline. Discipline 

patterns that are expec

certain characters, in par

in a more orderly mor

improvement. According

(2010) stated that discipl

that show the behavior of

anguage and Pedagogy (JOURNEY) (2018), 1 (1): 23

2018), 1 (1): 36-47
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nd the value of the
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 the social moral
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obedient various terms 

Therefore, discipline include

of the individual because 

priority. Everybody needs t

moral, individual moral suppor

to reach happiness and per

personality through used all

ability, and soft skill. Final

moral are very important thi

of life.

CONCLUSION AND SUG

In this chapter the 

going to draw a conclusion 

values that expressed in Andr

novel Rainbow Troops. 

analysis the writer found 

moral values. The first is t

main character to himself, 

moral. The second is the ac

character to his environment

includes the action of main 

the people around him, like

and friends, as social moral

about the actions of main cha

God or the main characte

religion moral. The fourth 

actions of main charac

knowledge, belief, art, m

customs and other tradition, 

moral. The fifth is about

character to his scienc

guidance and material about

educational moral.

After analyzing the

moral values, the writer 

contents of each moral. For

about Individual Morals a

The second is about Socia

contains are the power of f

mutual help. The third is about

Moral the contains are re

and ethics. The fourth and 

no contains because in the

the sentence has been desc

how culture and education i
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s and rules.

ludes the moral

se of his self-

s the individual

 support human

perfectly life as

 all the potency,

nally individual

t things to walk

UGGESTION

he researcher is

ion about moral

Andrea Hirata’s

ps. From this

d five kinds of

s the actions of

lf, as individual

 actions of main

ent, in this case

ain character to

, like the family

oral. The third is

 character to his

cter religion, as

rth is about the

racter to his

, morals, law,

tion, as cultural

bout the main

ience. Provide

bout science, as

the kinds of

er found some

. For the first is

 are discipline.

cial Morals the

f friendship and

 about Religion

 religious, faith

nd fifth there is

the quotation of

described about

n in Belitong.

Based on the st

the contents of the nove

dominant to good mor

contains about the mor

character that has good a

people around him. He i

the individual and social 

the attitude that can conf

situations and conditions. 

some kinds of morals in

role of our life. It is a wonde

improve our behavior a

intelligent spiritual.

Suggestion

Based on the expl

the writer would like to g

for the students, english t

further researchers. For the

study is expected to en

about value of life that 

things for our life. S

knowledge by reading sci

reads of many literary books, 

novel. For english tea

source of material or 

teachers to be a guide in 

literature is interesting, 

innovative.  For the furt

it is hoped that the study

in the Andrea Hirata’s 

Troops can be inspir

research in different nov

study.
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